Q-UICK

CLONE QUARTZ REMOTE CONTROLS
WITHOUT REQUIRING A CRYSTAL

Q-UICK REMOTE CONTROL
A SINGLE
REMOTE CONTROL
FOR ALL FRQUENCIES
Without having to change
the quartz crystal

multi-functional PC
software
ERREBIremotespro

Errebi Remote Controls for duplicating quartz
remote controls.
— Duplicate fixed codes.
— Frequencies 25 to 41 MHz.
— 4 remote controls in 1. Duplicate four remote
controls on a single ERREBI remote control.
— Copies the code and the frequency by proximity.
— Optional connection with a PC to work with
ERREBIRemotesPro software.
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REMOTE CONTROL

Q-UICK

DUPLICATING SEQUENCE
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Press buttons 1 and 2 of the remote
control copy simultaneously until the led
flashes red. Release both buttons and
wait for led red to turn off.
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Press the button on the original remote
control you wish to copy.
Hold the button until the LED on the new
remote control flashes red.
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When the LED is off, press the button
onto which you wish to make the copy.
The LED will light up red.
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Hold the original remote control against
the new one.

When the LED turns off,
the copy is completed.

Once the copy is complete, the Q-UICK remote control’s power should be adjusted.
The Q-UICK remote control can operate within the 25 to 41 MHz frequency range. To adjust the power follow the next steps:

TRIMMER ADJUSTMENT BUTTON

6

Open the remote and locate the trimmer
and the adjustment button.
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At the same time, press the adjustment
button and move the trimmer with a
screwdriver to adjust the power. The red
led will light up and blink faster as you are
reaching the right amount of power.
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At the optimum power stage the green
light will turn on and the remote will be
adjusted.
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